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When I was thinking of what I wanted to be for my Alter Ego, I was like, “I want to take it to

take this to the extreme.” So I decided to switch genders, and then it came to me to do

something even better, a middle aged rich woman. I based it off of the girls from The Real

Housewives of Beverly Hills, or someone you’d see on the street on the Upper East Side in

NYC.

I had a friend do my makeup, and really went to the extreme. It was to the point of being

caked on, but that is what I was going for. I bought a wig from party city, put on some

woman clothes and jewelry and was photographed in a fabulous manor.

Here is a the original photograph before any editing or photoshop. It mostly looks like me

doing drag.

Below is my first round of photoshop, I added breasts and touched up my face to enhance

the light.

Here is an alternate version of my final, I went in and moved facial features, to make me

look as if i am a middle aged women with major amount of plastic surgery.
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FINALLY:

My Final Image I came up with was taking the first photograph and later and photoshop

my face in the same way as I did the close up. Finally, I added what would be a image of

what would be this woman house,  and how she would want to be photographed.

I am very happy with how this product ended up. I think I really pushed myself and I

enjoyed the process of changing myself entirely.

castj927castj927
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